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Pseudonymizing Log Entries with time-selective Disclosure

Michael Sonntag1

Abstract: Centralized logging of entries containing personally-identifiable data, like IP addresses,
is common. However, this chances that persons other than the operator of the individual server
might obtain access to these logs and then disclose or use them. Additionally, the GDPR
recommends as a security measure pseudonymization, i.e. splitting the information into two parts.
This article describes a method to pseudonymize personal information in elements stored in a time
series. After a predetermined time, the information can be automatically anonymized without
requiring any changes in the stored entries themselves. Additionally, some statistical analyses
remain possible, as the same values are encoded with the same pseudonym. It is also possible to
disclose an arbitrary time period from within the log file: everything after the start time and before
the end time can be de-pseudonymized, but the rest of the data remains anon-/pseudonymous.
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1 Introduction

Log files are typical examples of data stored in time series, i.e. at a specific point in time
some new information about the current instant is added - so only append operations take
place, no inserts. If such data contains personally-identifiable information, privacy laws
must be taken into account. E.g. the GDPR recommends pseudonymization as a security
measure. This consists of separating the identifying information from the “other” data
and storing both parts separately in such a way, that any single attack/misuse can only
affect one of both parts. Then any information illegally obtained remains anonymous, as
either the association to the person is absent, or any useful information is lacking.
Obviously, this is possible via encryption, by storing the encrypted data in one place and
the encryption key separately. However, this approach has several drawbacks: obtaining
the key allows decrypting all the data, the data cannot be used at all in its encrypted
form, and anonymizing the data requires either deleting it completely or decryption
followed by anonymization (and potentially re-encryption of remaining data not yet to be
anonymized).

What is desirable is therefore an approach fulfilling the following requirements:

1. Data elements can be anonymized easily according to their timestamp. This
should be possible in a rolling fashion by anonymizing everything older than x

time periods.
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2. Any length of data can be efficiently encrypted.
3. Statistical analysis based on encrypted data remains possible, i.e. personally

identifiable data is always encrypted to the same value, at least for a time period
that can be defined in advance. Of course, this opens up certain attacks against
anonymization, e.g. structure recognition for URLs (see [KLS09] for a
taxonomy).

4. Decryption can be limited to an arbitrary period of time. Even if all entries are
accessible, only those between a specific start and end point in time can be
decrypted and therefore their pseudonymization removed.

In this way pseudonymisation is performed by splitting the data in two parts of very
different size: A) a key and B) all the data, with parts of it encrypted. As the original
key(s) may remain e.g. on a chipcard or some other hardware module if desired (hashes
can be calculated within them so they do not have to be exported), a very high level of
security can be achieved. However, this approach has one significant drawback. It
requires that for all elements of the structure of the entries it is determined, which
information needs to be encrypted and which may remain in cleartext. For webserver
logs this could e.g. mean to encrypt the IP address, but leave the path/file part
untouched. Unfortunately, the path/directory might contain form data (GET submission
method) or be otherwise so specific that reidentification is possible. Such methods are
therefore only suited for applications where the content of the sequential data entries is
well known and it is possible to predict where personally identifiable information is
contained. Otherwise the whole entry must be encrypted (which would still allow e.g. the
limited disclosure mentioned above), but which prevents any kind of statistical analysis
on the encrypted data.

2 Related work

Related to this approach are so-called time-lock puzzles ([RSW96], [Ma11]), but these
only allow deferring decryption of some data into the future. I.e., data remains
anonymous until at least a certain amount of time has elapsed. They do not allow to set
an upper limit, or arbitrary disclosure before - except providing the key for decrypting
everything.

Normal encryption is possible with anonymization facilitated by regular key changes and
discarding old keys. However, this requires a lot of storage space for these keys and
generating them can be computationally expensive too. An upper limit for disclosure can
be set by providing only a subset of keys, but this requires numerous keys to be
transferred.

Anonymization tools like Tor [DMS04] prevent the creation of some personal
information, like the IP address. However, they are unsuitable for content data to be
anonymized. The reverse applies to content anonymization tools (see MAT [VGB13] for
metadata anonymization within various file types). This approach works for every field
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of data than can be identified as potentially problematic for privacy. Additionally, this is
a measure employed by the end user, not the one storing the logs. As the server operator
cannot guarantee that all his/her end users will use such anonymization tools, this will
not help regarding the legal requirements.

Another approach is creating cryptographic pseudonyms, where they key can be
recovered if enough of these pseudonyms are known (see e.g. [Fl02]), or where
pseudonyms are short-lived [FKL16]. This is especially useful for intrusion detection
systems - if the necessary level of suspicion for deanonymization can be determined in
advance. This can be problematic regarding different attacks: for some (e.g. a
serious/successful break-in) attacks a single entry should be sufficient to recover the IP
address, for others (e.g. multiple login tries via SSH - brute forcing a password) a much
higher threshold is appropriate. Also, there exists again no upper limit for disclosure: if
enough entries are available, decryption is possible for all data using this key. If keys are
changed regularly, then the system breaks for attacks spanning multiple keys.

3 Pseudonymization for time-selective disclosure

The approach presented here is based on sequential hashing of an initial key. I.e., the
first entry is encrypted with key K1, the second with Hash(K1), the third with
Hash(Hash(K1)) and so on. Therefore it is sufficient to store the original key K1 only,
while still being able to calculate all other keys fast, as hashing is a speedy operation.
Therefore, the encryption keys used later can be reconstructed and the data decrypted. If
at some point in time the first of the entries should by anonymized, it is sufficient to
replace the stored key K1 with Hash(K1). As any good hash function is practically
impossible to reverse, the first entry can then no longer be decrypted, while the rest of
the entries remain accessible. In this way the limit for disclosure can easily and
arbitrarily be moved forward, anonymizing the till then only pseudonymized entries.

If only the third element should be disclosed, it is sufficient to provide Hash(Hash(K1)).
The first two entries cannot be decrypted knowing only this value, again because of the
non-invertibility of the hash function. Disclosing the whole log would be no security
issue - the key only allows decrypting data from the third element on, while the key
holder can still decrypt the second one too (while the first one has been permanently
anonymized).

Obviously, this approach only works forward in time, therefore setting a lower limit for
disclosure and older entries remaining anonymous. To simultaneously allow setting an
upper limit, a second key is needed. Assuming that only three entries will be handled
(and then e.g. a key change takes place), the first data element is (additionally) encrypted
with the key Hash(Hash(K2)), the second with Hash(K2) and the third with K2 directly.
Disclosing Hash(K2) allows decrypting the first and second elements only, similarly as
above.
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If these two approaches are combined by encrypting the data not with the individual keys
but with “K1 XOR K2”, then an arbitrary time period can be set for disclosure. For
example: if Hash(K1) and Hash(K2) are provided, then the first allows to calculate the
first part of the actual key for the last two elements, and second provides the data to
calculate the second part of the key for the first two. As a result, only for the second
entry both parts of the key are available, and the actual decryption key can be calculated
for this single element only. See Fig. 1 for a graphical description of such a process.

Practically, it might be useful to apply this scheme not for every single new log entry,
but recalculate keys by hashing according to time periods, e.g. every 1-600 seconds. The
advantage is that then statistical analysis becomes possible, as e.g. every IP address will
always be encoded to the same value during this period, allowing consolidation of the
remaining data. However, simultaneously disclosure will be limited to these periods: if a
new key is calculated every 10 seconds, the minimum duration of disclosure is 10
seconds and only full multiples are possible.

Figure 1: Key schedule and limiting disclosure

3.1 Security analysis

This approach requires for its security the following assumptions:

1. The hash function used cannot be inverted easily. This is (hopefully) true for all
hash functions that are currently assessed as secure.

2. If knowing the encrypted text (and potentially the plain text, as this can e.g. be
guessed) and one part of the key, the other part cannot be deduced. As the XOR
function will either keep a bit or reverse it, and combined with the probability
of each bit having a specific value being 50 % for a good hash function even
after a single application of it, this holds for secure encryption algorithms (i.e.,
ciphertext=key XOR plaintext is insecure and allows calculating the second key
part).

3. Backups of the original/old keys may not exist. Anonymization depends on the
non-availability of these values. Storing them non-exportable in hardware
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security modules ensures this. Otherwise this is a danger and would also result
in legal consequences (=non-anonymized data). This doesn’t differ from
keeping backups of the original (=non-pseudonymized) data.

4. New (initial) keys must be generated from good random data. If the seed of the
pseudo-random function is known, then the key (and all hashed iterations) are
easy to calculate. As this is only very rarely needed (key change) and any value
of the length of the hash function is sufficient (typ. 128/256 bits), this should
not pose a practical problem.

5. If keys are changed according to a time schedule, a reliable time source is
needed. While e.g. rewinding the time to a previous point is not possible (the
key just doesn’t exist anymore), delaying deletion/hashing/key changes is
possible. (Partial) solutions to this problem include checks (no going back,
counting number of entries encrypted between hashing/key changes etc) and
built-in time sources.

Usability of this approach has another precondition: The number n of entries to be
encrypted must be known in advance and is limited to a count, where n consecutive
applications of the hash function are still quick to calculate. This is a more serious
limitation, but can be made less problematic easily. As it is only needed for the key
ensuring an upper disclosure limit, it can be set to start far in the future and be hashed
not for every entry but e.g. every second. This results in a disclosure limited to every
second instead of every log line, but this is probably not a practically important
limitation (note also the considerations for statistical analysis). Considering that a year
has approx. 32 million seconds, this can easily be calculated by modern CPUs. For
smaller ones (e.g. in TPMs) it is sufficient to recalculate a “starting” value for each day
(e.g. taking a few seconds to calculate the key for the last period of that day) and then
calculating individual earlier keys trivially from this one in few iterations at the expense
of temporarily storing a single additional value.

3.2 Limitations

Some limitations of this approach exist. The first is, that for any arbitrary pair of keys
only one disclosure to any entity can be made. Otherwise the first start key and the last
end key could be combined to effect disclosure of all data between those two. Note that
restarting the forward key reduces this problem but does not remove it - the disclosure
period is still extended. While starting a new key on every disclosure is possible, this is
no solution as disclosure requests typically will not apply “from now on” or “until now”,
but rather a period sometimes in the past, so that de- and reencryption would be
necessary. This problem can be overcome by not disclosing the actual keys, but only the
recovered data.

Another issue can be that the disclosure period will typically be granular, i.e. if keys are
hashed only every minute, disclosure is limited to containing the whole minute or
nothing from this period at all. It depends on the specific application whether a suitable
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time-period can be determined in advance. Solving this problem is possible similarly as
above: decrypting the whole minute and then disclosing the requested subset of the data
recovered. This requires some inspection by the disclosing entity but reduces the amount
of data handled, in this way still significantly increasing privacy.

3.3 Possible statistical analysis

As mentioned above, statistical aggregation is possible for disclosure periods in
encrypted form. This requires balancing two competing interests: keeping the re-keying
period short ensures a fine granularity of disclosure, while performing it only seldom
improves statistical possibilities. Combining data from multiple disclosure periods is not
possible directly, as it would require decryption. If this is desired, then it must
additionally take place before the decryption key is destroyed and the data is rendered
anonymous. So while short-term aggregation of data is possible (even after
anonymization, just not any longer for a specific person), long term trends cannot be
followed for individuals in any case.

As example web server logs can be used. If the disclosure period is set to one day, then
all activities of one or more IP addresses can be disclosed for any multiple of a day.
Even if the time of some interesting activity by a suspect is not known exactly, a day is
more than long enough for any reasonable clock skew. As the typical web use is limited
to activities on a single day (very few people perform browsing sessions which take
longer than 24 hours or span midnight/2 o’clock/any other suitable rollover time), this
allows following each individual session by a user based on the IP address. But browsing
sessions on different days (which are quite common) cannot be connected to each other.
I.e. investigations whether visiting one page/site leads to a follow-up on another
page/site remains possible, but creating a detailed profile of users is prevented. Note that
this is not a significant drawback, as detailed profiles of anonymous persons are rare and
of little use. If user profiling is desired, decryption of the identifier is necessary anyway.
The only limitation here is, that calculating the profile would have to be performed in
close temporal relation to the activities. I.e. new statistical methods applied to old data
are impossible, as these would already have been anonymized (for as long as the key still
exists they remain possible, albeit not on the pseudonymized data). Note that anonymous
statistics in this way can be calculated forever - any new method for which periods of
one day are sufficient can be performed for even very old and already anonymized data.
It follows that a clear plan is needed in advance which statistics are going to be needed,
and that the disclosure period is aligned with it.

4 Legal aspects

The GDPR requires several elements from both legal as well as technical points of view.
Particularly relevant and to be investigated here is, whether the data is anonymous
(before/after discarding the key), pseudonymous, or direct personal data? To be
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anonymous, it must be either impossible for anyone to identify the person the data is
about with all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling out, either by the
controller or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly
(recital 26 [GDPR]). Pseudonymisation on the other hand requires only that
identification is impossible without the use of the additional information (Art 4 para 5
[GDPR]). From this we can conclude that as long as both parts of the key are available,
the data is definitely not anonymous as at least the holder of both parts can attribute it to
a person. But subject to good security measures for the starting values, this qualifies as
pseudonymisation: if at least one part of the key is unknown, this would require
reversing a secure hash function. Applying the same standard we conclude, that when at
least one of the two parts has been destroyed (e.g. the forward key rolled over the
relevant iteration) the data is now anonymous.

While this result looks very good, it must be taken with a grain of salt: it only works as
far as actually all identifying information has been treated in the way described here.
Keeping with the example of webserver log files: the IP address is definitely identifying
information, but only encrypting this might not be enough, as e.g. the URL (typically
stored too) could contain the full name as a form field input if transmitted via the “GET”
method.

5 Tests

The approach has been implemented and tested in Java by pseudonymizing artificially
generated log files in the common log format of web servers. Only the IP address was
encrypted. During these tests several practically interesting aspects were discovered:

 As no checksum was integrated, decrypting was technically possible for all
entries. But only for those where both parts of the key were available the
correct original IP address was recovered. It is therefore useful to store with the
keys also an associated time: when they become valid (forward key), resp.
when they expire (backward key). The former is optional, the latter required (or
no correct key can be calculated). Alternatively, a checksum could be added to
allow detection of incorrect results - if it is impossible to verify the correctness
from the syntax of the decrypted data. To additionally prevent dictionary
attacks against hashes, salt could be introduced (but requires additional storage
space; see below).

 The uncertainty whether the decryption is correct might in some cases even be
welcome, as it e.g. trivially allows handling logfiles with all kinds of tools
ignoring the anonymization status of various lines. As consequence of the
possibility to always successfully “decrypt” an IP address, new options exist
which could be useful in certain circumstances. E.g. an incorrect key could be
disclosed (an incorrect time for the keys could easily be brute-forced, so this
would not be useful). This still allows decryption and leads to seemingly correct
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data, but the recipient might be unable to determine whether the result is correct
or not, or when/where in the data the correct part begins respectively ends.

 Log files are typically normal text, but encrypted data is binary. Therefore, the
results must be converted back to text to prevent storage/software problems of
binary data (which might e.g. include null-bytes). In our test the data was
base64-encoded. This shows another potential difficulty: encrypted data might
require more storage space (base64: +33% for binary data). In our test this was
not problematic, as the IP address is normally stored as text (i.e. 15 characters
at most), but was encrypted in its binary representation (4 bytes), resulting in 8
characters after base64 encoding, even resulting in a reduction. This came at the
cost of normal analysis tools no longer working directly but needing decryption
(potentially with a random key!) first; see above.

6 Conclusions

An approach to encrypt temporal sequences of data so that an arbitrary time period can
be disclosed without allowing decryption of anything outside that period was shown. It
allows easy continuous anonymization by rolling forward the key and in this way
anonymizing old data, while keeping access to newer one. The approach presented is
very efficient as it depends on hash functions only and requires but a single encryption
step. Hash functions must be calculated multiple times, but intermediate results can be
cached.

A significant limitation is that only a single disclosure is possible to any recipient who
has access to all the encrypted data, or the earlier begin and the later end can be
combined for an encompassing disclosure. If no collusion is expected or the decryption
takes place locally, this limitation can be reduced respectively removed.
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